Global AI platform powered by the block-chain
For the efficient sharing of equipment, tools,
knowlwdge and skills

COLLABORATE
Latest technologies offer us to enable unlimited global opportunities for everyone to enjoy unlimited
access to shared equipment, tools, skills and knowledge in a forecasted 3 trillion markets.

TECHNOLOGY-ENABLED
FOR B2B, B2C, C2C

SOCIAL NETWORKING
AND MIDDLE CLASS

TECHNOLOGY-ENABLED
FOR B2B, B2C, C2C

Manufacturers and regional businesses

Sharing economy enable us to collaborate

Blockchain as decentralized database

could benefit from new business models.

with each other making people more

enables fast, cheap and transparent

While end users are in control of their

involved in socialnizing use things we own

transactions. Smart contracts will take

money by sharing instead of buying.

more often and earn something out of it.

place of deals, insurance and deputies. AI

Not buying things means more money to

will help users of platform grow their

spent consequently bigger middle class.

business and help making money.

WHY SHARETOOL?
ShareTool offers several advantages compared
to traditional sharing-renting platforms.

BADGE SYSTEM
BUYBACK MECHANISM

A collectible badge system will

REWARD FOR THOSE
WHO HOLD

The ShareTool contract will replenish a pool

be built into the platform.

of buyback ether monthly and allow people

5 rentals/month = silver badge,

to send SHER tokens into the contract and

15 rentals/month = gold badge,

Holders will be rewarded every

get ether back. The price ratio at which this

20 or more rentals/month

month from loyalty program with

would happen would be the one the

= diamante badge

additional free tokens. Quantity will

pre-sale investors got. This means the token

Collecting badges will enable

be determined on the amount of

could only ever fall to 70% of its ICO-launch.

you all sorts of benefits.

tokens of its ICO-launch price.

www.sharetool.io

B2B

B2C

ANDROID

C2C

easy access

IOS

AI suggestions
fast transactions

WEB

GLOBAL PAYMENT FLEXIBILITY

MORE TRUST

BUSINESS GROW

With ShareTool, contractors can easily

ShareTool is built on the Ethereum Block-

With ShareTool manufacturers, businesses

receive earnings globally while end users

chain as ERC20 token, with all contracts

and individuals can make a new endless

are able to make payments to contractors

secured trough smart contracts and

growing business models with all trans-

anywhere using SHER tokens.

insurance policies and dispute processes.

parency and without stress.

This promotes highest possible trust.

SHARING MADE EASY
Traditional businesses can use the
ShareTool platform to grow their costumer
base and make new business models.

Small scale businesses can use the

Individuals looking to make side income

ShareTool platform to scale their business

can leverage the ShareTool platform to

tasks and build larger networks and new

share their everyday home equipment and

business models like buy and share.

their skills and benefit from tools instead
of just having them.

TOKEN STATS:
300 Million total Tokens
1 ETH = 8000 SHER
180 Million Tokens Available for sale

TOKEN
DISTRIBUTION
5%

6%

10%

19%

60%

MARKET STATS:
32% Cheaper than traditional rentals
28% No of adults globally actively renting & sharing
$33 Billion worth of transaction in Europe alone since
$3.1 Trillion global market value by 2025

Crowdsale
Team
Advisors & partners
Future partners and ambasadors
Comunity and user growth

www.sharetool.io

Unsold tokens will not be
BURNED but will be used back to
reward users for referrals, using

ROADMAP

platform, making reviews,
participate in disputies.

1.

Access the ShareTool platform for available sharing opportunities

2.

Share of tools and-or skilled services & expertis

3.

Hire tools & equipment for projects

4.

Insure all contracts and deals with a help of smart contracts

2017 OCTOBER

Idea of ShareTool was born

DECEMBER 2017

Growing idea for
global platfotm

2018 APRIL

Website development

MAY 2018

ShareTool platform, servers

Members and Advisors

us as a huge free for us

2018 JUNE

marketing tool. Each user

Release of white paper,
smart-contract development

will share tools or skills and

JULYSEPTEMBER
2018

make his own marketing on
his social media channels.

FREE MARKETING

Roadshow

After ICO we will need less money for marketing

2018 OCTOBER
Smart-contract audit,
ALFA version of ShareTool
platform

OFFERS
Offers will have an option to list in FIAT currency

NOVEMBER 2018

converted to SHER

ICO Presale sale

2018 NOVEMBER

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Mobile app sneak peek

will help users get tailored suggestions based on
interests, history and location ratings and earnings

TO BE ANNOUNCED
Crowdsale

back to userst
AI will take care of tailored search results based on skills, interests, weather, location and other
sources. With an option to connect personal account like Facebook, AI will become even
smarter. AI will analyse data in total anonymity. We take personal data very serious and most of
data in in encrypted form.

SOFT CAP
block-chain based

multi language

dispute algorithm

mobile APP

HARD CAP

sidechain

multi category

platfom FIAT conversions

insurance

reward program instead of burning

SHER nodes (master-nodes)

partial DAP architecture

tokens

ShareTool as DAO

personal user white lists

listed on the one of the top 10

country specific implementation (10-20 countries)

AI integrated

decentralized exchanges

listed on the one of the 5 biggest exchanges

